PURPOSE AND SCOPE
To date, the project has established ITS performance requirements for SSCs based on identification and categorization of event sequences that may result in a radiological release. These performance requirements are defined within the NSDB. Further, SSCs credited with performing safe functions are classified as ITS. In turn, perform confirmation for these SSCs is sought through the use of consensus code and standards.
The purpose of this study is to identify applicable codes and standards for the WP Emplacement Gantry ITS SSCs. Further, this study will form the basis for selection and the extent of applicability of each code and standard.
This study is based on the design development completed for LA only. Accordingly, identification of ITS SSCs beyond those defined within the NSDB are based on designs that may be subject to further development during detail design. Furthermore, several design alternatives may still be under consideration to satisfy certain safety functions, and that final selection will not be determined until further design development has occurred. Therefore, for completeness, throughout this study alternative designs currently under considered will be discussed. Further, the results of this study will be subject to evaluation as part of a follow-on GAP analysis study.
Based on the results of this study the GAP analysis will evaluate each code and standard to ensure each ITS performance requirement is fully satisfied. When a performance requirement is not fully satisfied a "gap" is highlighted. Thereafter, the study will identify supplemental requirements to augment the code or standard to meet performance requirements. Further, the GAP analysis will identify non-standard areas of the design that will be subject to a Development Plan. Non-standard components and non-standard design configurations are defined as areas of the design that do not follow standard industry practices or codes and standards. Whereby, performance confirmation cannot be readily sought though use of consensus standards.
The ITS codes and standards identified in this document were developed by the Yucca Mountain Project personnel from the Emplacement & Retrieval Project and are intended solely for the use of the Design and Engineering group in its work regarding the Emplacement and Retrieval system, specifically identification of Emplacement and Retrieval equipment codes and standards.
QUALITY ASSURANCE
This document was prepared in accordance with LP-ENG-0 14-BSC, Engineering Studies. The results or this document are only to be used as the basis for selection of applicable codes and standards and are not to be used directly to generate quality products. Therefore, this engineering study is not subject to requirements of the Quality Assurance Requirements and Description document (DOE 2004) . 
USE OF COMPUTER SOFTWARE

EMPLACEMENT GANTRY FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
The function of the waste package emplacement gantry, is to maneuver a waste package and its associated emplacement pallet, from the bedplate of the waste package transporter positioned at the emplacement drift dock, to the final emplacement position of the waste package within the emplacement drift. The 800-30R-HE00-00200-000-OOA 1 April 2005 same waste package emplacement gantry can be used for waste package and pallet retrieval, where the process, is a reversal of the emplacement procedure.
The gantry design is that the waste package emplacement gantry will be an electrically powered, selfpropelled, rail-based, remotely controlled gantry type crane. It will run on standard 135 lb/yd crane rails with a rail center distance of 10-ft, 5-in, and is capable of operating within the emplacement drifts bounding envelope and environment.
To perform its tasks the gantry has two basic functions. It must be able to lift or lower a waste package;
and it must be able to carry the waste package linearly in or out of an emplacement drift. 
ITS REQUIREMENTS FOUND
The ITS requirements that were identified in this study were directly taken out of the Nuclear Safety Design Basis for License Application (BSC 2005) . There were no additional documents identified that had any additional ITS requirements that had not already covered by the eleven requirements listed in the Nuclear Safety Design Basis for License Application. See Section 8 for a listing of the documents reviewed.
Each requirement that was identified in the Nuclear Safety Design Basis has been assigned its own requirement number, and is highlighted in an italic font, in this document.
800-30R-HE00-00200-000-OOA To prevent the emplacement gantry from dropping the waste package and .pallet, all structures, systems or components directly within the load path were considered as ITS. The design concept driven by this safety requirement was to utilize a gantry crane principle and to incorporate single failure proof principles within the load path. This was achieved through the use of redundant features, for example the use of four lifting hooks driven by four ball screws, with a dual drive control system. In the gantry design these SSCs would start at the contact of the waste package pallet, achieved by the lifting hook fabrications and travel through the associated drive system, into the gantry structure and into the gantry support or wheels.
To satisfy the drop rate requirement the gantry lifting system was dissected in the following manner. The gantry structure frame supports the lifting hooks. In order to drive the lifting hooks ball screws are needed. To control the movement of the ball screws: gearboxes, motors, brakes, drive shafts, limit switches, and a speed controller will be needed. Because each SSC identified in the lifting system could potentially cause a load drop they are considered ITS. To provide support to the Gantry linear travel wheels, and drive system. To provide support to all additional equipment, lights, cameras, control systems. To interface with the WP pallet and to raise and lower the WP and pallet. To raise and lower the Lifting Hooks, therefore to support the load of a waste package and pallet To transfer the required rotational motion and energy from the motor to the Ball Screws To provide the required speed and energy to the gearboxes To ensure when required that no movement of the lift drive system occurs To transmit power and speed from the gear boxes to the ball screws To connect drive shafts to gear boxes and ball screws To provide a signal to the control system that a position or state of an SSC has been achieved. To control the speed and power output from a power source to a drive motor 
REQUIREMENT 2
The l f t height limit for WPs in a horizontal orientation on the emplacement pallet is 6.5ji from the bottom of the pallet above an essentially unyielding surface.
To prevent the emplacement gantry from lifting the waste package and pallet above the lift height limit, all components directly in the lifting system were considered ITS. These would typically include, lifting hook fabrication, ball screws, motors, gearboxes, brakes, shafts, couplings, height lift limit switches, and the lift drive control system. This would also include the gantry lifting structure and the gantry structure itself as these would possibly contain physical movement stops for the lifting hooks. load of a waste package and pallet To transfer the required rotational motion and energy fi-om 6.1.4 the motor to the Ball Screws To provide the required speed and energy to the gearboxes To ensure when required that no movement of the lift drive system occurs To transmit power and speed from the gear boxes to the ball screws 6.1.5 6.1.6 6.1.7
To connect drive shafts to gear boxes and ball screws To provide a signal to the control system that a position or state of an SSC has been achieved.
To control the speed and power output from a power source to a drive motor 6.1.8 6.2.1 6.2.2 To prevent the emplacement gantry from running off the end of the emplacement drift transfer dock, all structures, systems or components associated with controlling linear motion were considered as ITS. The gantry design driven by this safety requirement was to incorporate single failure proof principles within the travel path. This was achieved through the use of redundant features, for example there will be two rail stops at the end of the transfer dock, and there will be at least two limit switches to identify where the gantry is. In the gantry design, these SSCs would start with the basic need of stopping the gantry before it could fall off of the end of the emplacement drift. To prevent a fall the gantry would be controlled by an ITS speed control. To back up the speed control limit switches would be installed to help the gantry realize where it is. In the event that the speed control and the limit switches failed a rail stop and bumper system would be used.
Code and ITS Function
Standard Reference To provide a signal to the control system that a position or state of an SSC has been achieved. To control the speed and power output from a power source to
To provide a means of absorbing movement energy in a fault or collision condition To prevent movement of the gantry off the rail ends
REQUIREMENT 4
Ifthe WP emplacement gantry were to fall on the WP transporter and impact the W, it shall not cause the WP to be breached.
There are no identified applicable codes or standards that can be used to satisfy this requirement.
800-30R-HE00-00200-000-OOA 10
April 2005
REQUIREMENT 5
The WP emplacement gantry shall be limited to a maximum speed of 15 mph such that a collision at this speed limit shall not result in a WP breach.
To prevent the emplacement gantry from exceeding a maximum speed, all structures, systems or components directly associated with speed control are considered ITS. The gantry design driven by this safety requirement was to incorporate single failure proof principles within the linear drive system. This was achieved through the use of redundant features for example there will be a total of four drive motor assemblies. In the gantry design these SSCs would start at the contact of the wheels, travel through the associated drive system, into the gantry speed controller. To satisfy the maximum speed requirement the gantry drive system was dissected in the following manner. The wheel blocks, drive motors, gearboxes, drive brakes and speed controller are all involved in controlling the gantry speed. To provide the required rotational speed to the Wheels Drive Brakes
To ensure when required that no movement of the linear drive system occurs Gantry Drive Speed To control the speed and power output from a power source to Controller a dnve motor To prevent the emplacement gantry from moving upon loss of power, all components directly associated within the control system were considered as ITS. The gantry design driven by this safety requirement was to incorporate single failure proof principles within the control system. This was achieved through the use of redundant features, for example the control system may have two controllers built in. In the gantry design the SSC affected is the control system, because this is the system that will stop the gantry when there is a loss of power. To provide an interface from incoming power supplies and communication systems to the controllers 800-30R-HE00-00200-000-OOA 11 April 2005
REQUIREMENT 7
The conditional probability of the WP emplacement gantry having exceeded the lift height limit given that a drop occurred shall be I 0-4 or less.
To prevent the emplacement gantry from exceeding the conditional probability of lifting the waste package and pallet above the lift height limit, all components directly in the lifting system were considered ITS. These would typically include, lifting hook fabrication, ball screws, motors, gearboxes, brakes, shafts, couplings, height lift limit switches, and the lift drive control system. This would also include the gantry lifting structure and the gantry structure itself as these would possibly contain physical movement stops for the lifting hooks.
Gear boxes l------ To provide support to the Gantry linear travel wheels, and dnve system. To provide support to all additional equipment, lights, cameras, control systems. To interface with the WP pallet and to raise and lower the WP and pallet. To raise and lower the Lifting Hooks, therefore to support the load of a waste package and pallet To transfer the required rotational motion and energy from the motor to the Ball Screws To provide the required speed and energy to the gearboxes To ensure when required that no movement of the lift drive system occurs To transmit power and speed from the gear boxes to the ball screws To connect drive shafts to gear boxes and ball screws To provide a signal to the control system that a position or state of an SSC has been achieved. To control the speed and power output from a power source to a dnve motor To prevent the emplacement gantry from dropping the waste package in the event of a fire, all structures, systems or components directly associated within the load path were considered as ITS. The gantry design driven by this safety requirement was to incorporate single failure proof principles within the load path. This was achieved through the use of redundant features, for example the control system may have two controllers built in. In addition, the control boxes containing the electronic control systems would include automatic fire detection and suppression systems within them. In the gantry design, the affected SSC are the control system and the fire protection system. In addition, the gantry structure frame was identified because it directly supports the waste package and will need to withstand a credible fire to hold up a waste package. 
ITS CODES AND STANDARDS
In order to capture all of the codes and standards an exhaustive study was performed. This study consisted of an evaluation of industry consensus codes and standards to identify applicability to the ITS SSCs. Refer to section 8.5, 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 for a list of codes, standards, regulations, and directives reviewed for this section. The codes and standards selected were based upon their applicability to the requirements of the ITS SSCs, in particular within a nuclear environment. The evaluation of the identified industry codes and standards (see section 7.2 for a list of identified Industry Codes and Standards) looked at the applicable sections of each code and standard. This was done to ensure that the design, construction, installation, testing, and operations were all analyzed to show how each of the of the particular SSC will satisfy the ITS requirements. ASME NOG 1 was selected as the primary code and standard because it covers electric overhead and gantry multiple girder cranes with top running bridge and trolley used at nuclear facilities and components of cranes at nuclear facilities. ASME NOG-1 was chosen over NUM-1 because most of the equipment attributes are comparable to an overhead gantry crane rather than an under-running monorail or single girder crane.
CMAA 70 was invoked by the selection of ASME NOG 1. CMAA 70 contains specifications and information that applies to top running bridge and gantry type multiple girder electric overhead traveling cranes.
Note: The extent of the applicability of each code and standard identified will be further defined through the completion of a subsequent gap analysis study. 6.1.3 Ball Screws ASME B5.48 was chosen as the standard to be used for ball screws because it covers definitions, classes of ball screws, recommended combinations of screw diameters and leads, recommended drawing format, and performance characteristics of ball screw and nut assemblies as applied to machine tools. ASME B 1.5 was chosen as the standard for ACME Screw Threads because it provides specifications, formulas, and tables for screw threads. This Standard provides for two general applications of ACME threads: namely, general purpose and centralizing. The limits and tolerances in this Standard relate to single-start Acme threads and may be used, if considered suitable, for multiple-start Acme threads. The latter threads are used to provide relatively fast traversing motion when necessary. This section deals with wheel type, material, loadings and associated wheel components, for example shafts. 
GANTRY SYSTEM
Standard
REVIEWED DOCUMENTS
Eleven Project documents were identified as the documents to be used for this study. These documents were identified as documents that had potential ITS standards that could be found by "pulling the string". Beginning with the Emplacement Gantry Design Calculation a list of documents with all references pertaining to the gantry was generated. From this list of reference documents, another sub list of references was generated. This process was continued until a list of all the documents that could potentially discuss ITS requirements had been generated.
For this review these eleven documents were scanned for ITS requirements:
Nuclear Safety Design Bases for License Application. -000-3OR-MGRO-00400-000-00 1. Gantry Structural/Control System Analysis. -ANL-WER-MD-00000 1 rev 00
Shielding Design Calculations for Dry Facility #I. -800-00C-HEEO-00 100-000-00Aa
Of the eleven documents reviewed there were only four documents found, that had any relevant requirements identified. The other seven documents were determined to be to old to have any additional applicable ITS requirements, or they referenced one of the four documents that had already been identified.
REVIEWED DRAWINGS
The following list is the available Project drawings depicting the design concept of the Emplacement Gantry Emplacement and Retrieval General Arrangement Gantry. 800-M00-HEEO-00 10 1 -000-00B Emplacement and Retrieval General Arrangement Gantry Carrier. 800-MQO-HESO-00 10 1 -000-00B
REVIEWED CALCULATIONS/ANALYSIS
The following Project Calculations and Analysis are the documents used in the development of the design concept of the Emplacement Gantry.
